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1. Introduction. It was apparently known to Diophantus and first 
proved by Lagrange [8]2 that the form x2+y2+z2+u2 represents all 
positive integers. Examples of other integral forms 

(1.1) $ « ax2 + by2 + cz2 + du2 

which represent all positive integers were first obtained by Jacobi 
[4], Liouville [9], and Pepin [13]. Ramanujan [14] proved that there 
are only 54 sets of positive integers a, b, c, d, such that (1.1) repre
sents all positive integers. Dickson called all such forms universal [3]. 

Among the 54 universal forms of type (1.1) the form x2+2y2+4z2 

+ 14u2 has the largest determinant, 112 [ l] . 
It is of interest to ask what would be the largest determinant of the 

universal form if we should allow cross product terms. If we should 
consider forms whose cross product terms may have odd coefficients 
then the value of the determinant may not exceed 861 [17], and is of 
that order of magnitude. If, however, we should consider only the 
so-called "classic" forms, that is, forms whose cross product terms 
have necessarily even integral coefficients, then we find the value of 
the largest determinant of such universal forms is, remarkably 
enough, again 112 [IS]. 

The number of universal forms without cross products, whose 
coefficients are arranged in the order of increasing magnitude, is 
equal to 54 [2]. Since such forms are reduced forms we may rephrase 
this result to say that the number of classes of forms which are 
equivalent to a form without cross products is equal to 54. 

Pursuing this idea further we may ask what is the number of classes 
of classic universal forms, or extending still farther the set of ad
missible forms, we may attempt to determine the number of uni
versal classes of non-classic integral forms. In the last case this num
ber is very large as one can see from the work of Morrow [lO]. How
ever since in the case of classic forms the upper bound for the de
terminant is small (112), one should expect that the number of uni-
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versai classes of classic forms would not be large. It is of interest, 
therefore, to determine this number exactly. 

Employing an exteusion of the method of Ramanujan we find: 

THEOREM 1. There are exactly 178 classes of universal classic positive 
quaternary quadratic forms [ 18 ] .3 

2. General theory. It was shown in [15] that every classic uni
versal quaternary quadratic form is equivalent to a quadratic form 

2 A 2 
(2.1) ƒ == x'Ax = xi + 2J aijXiXj = Xi + \l/(x2, x*, x^ 

where the ternary form ^(#2, xz, #4) is a reduced positive ternary form 
of determinant less than or equal to 112. 

Jones' table [6] of these forms shows that there are 1046 such forms 
and gives the first rough upper bound for the number of classes of 
classic universal quaternary quadratic forms. 

To obtain the exact count of the number of universal classes one 
must examine each one of these 1046 forms. Many of these forms are 
eliminated immediately by showing that they do not represent some 
small integer. Forms which pass these tests are scrutinized more care
fully and submitted to more powerful number theoretic tests for prov
ing universality. To prove the remaining forms universal it was 
necessary to use three somewhat different methods. 

3. Tests f or universality : Method 1. The first method proceeds 
essentially as follows. We complete the squares in the form (2.1) by 
multiplying ƒ by a suitable integer n in such a way that if F—nf repre
sents all positive integral multiples of n, then ƒ represents all positive 
integers. 

Let S be the regular or almost regular ternary section of F which 
represents all positive multiples of n not of a certain form Q, Q being 
the arithmetic progression associated [2, 6] with 5. We write 
F=S+cx%. Now if it can be shown that for every integer of the form 
Q, S represents Q — codJi for a suitable value of Xk and the given value 
of c, then F represents Q and therefore every positive integral multiple 
of n. Hence ƒ is universal. 

4. Tests for universality: Method 2. In case the form \f/ in (2.1) 
is a regular ternary form [16] one may proceed very much as in the 
first method. Since \[/ is regular it represents all positive integers not 

8 A table of these forms may be found in a more complete version of this disserta
tion deposited in the American Mathematical Society Library. 
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of a certain form Q> Q being the arithmetic progression associated 
[2, 6] with \J/. Now if it can be shown that for every integer of the 
form Qy \// represents Q—xl, for a suitable value of Xk, then ƒ repre
sents Q and all positive integers. 

5. Tests for universality: Method 3. In some forms due to the 
irregularity of >p or the ternary sections of the corresponding F form, 
or because the representation of positive integral multiples a • n of n 
by F — nf does not insure an integral representation of a b y / , uni
versality is tested by a different method. 

In this method two ternary forms Si and 52 are obtained by the 
substitution x = Hy where H"= [h^], i = l, 2, 3, 4 ; j = 1, 2, 3. 

By referring to a table giving the generic characters of such 
ternary forms [ l l ] or by computing the generic characters in the 
cases of the improperly primitive forms it is possible to determine 
whether or not the ternary sections Si and 62 are in a genus of one 
class. Since such forms are regular [7], it may be concluded that 
S\ and 5*2 are regular. 

The progressions associated with Si and 52 are compared [16]. If 
the integers excluded by the progressions for Si are represented by 52 
and those excluded by the progressions associated with 52 are repre
sented by Si it follows that ƒ represents every positive integer. 
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